
Flat Meeting – Oct 20th, 2010

Present: Alissa, Rea, Ben, Finn, Victoria, Max, Brian, Paras, Farid, Heather, Myrill

Agenda:  meetings/time management
Alissa’s KM project
The pump outside
Vol Handbook
Parts-swap
Order
Vol train update
Other bike shops
Post Anti-oppression debrief

Check-in: Brian is eating an apple, Max is passing around plums that are ‘okay’, …etc

1. workshops – not being started at 7:00 pm, but ppl are showing upo expecting it
- facilitator needs to keep track of time & at 6:55 pm we agree we will stop
- also, we can try to start meetings on time
- maybe start meetings later (5:45?)
- maybe swap times of workshops & collective meetings
- but this may not work, we may just end up talking all night instead of 

actually having a meeting…
- back to start time at 5:45 pm…maybe ‘mill about at 5:30’ to catch up with 

one another
- new time – 5:45 to 7:15, 1 ½ hrs meeting
- if we say workshop starts at 7:20, it must start at 7:20
- another option is to consider how we are doing meetings and stay time 

conscious…7:30 makes more sense than 7:20, if we go with that option
- if we will change anything, it should start next semester, since schedule is 

already made
- we should keep workshop starting at 7 pm and start meeting at 5:45 pm
- all agree…

2. Alissa is doing a knowledge management project, wants to do it on the Flat
What would it entail?

- better ways of communication, how meetings are run, assessment of where 
the knowledge lies, volunteer handbook is part of it

- are collective members required to do anything? Nope
- post it on the googlegroups

3. Pump outside doesn’t work.
- not attaching to valve, piece of plastic broken off
- maybe has been vandalized
- try to fix it…who will do it?
- Finn can check it out



4. Volunteer handbook
- by Zinta! Took a long time
- read feedback sent through googlegroups
- want to translate it into French, maybe some Franco volunteers can help 

do so
- should have French bike parts posted in the shop too
- long time ago, got French translations of stuff (like mandate) but noone 

printed them up
- does SSMU have a French translator? No service per se…they have 

different ppl from time to time
- Zinta is still open to comments, if people have any…
- The new handbook is only 3 pcs of paper
- Finn has translations of bike part maps, will post at stands, farid will find 

translated signs for the shop, Zinta will contact someone re: handbook 
translation

5. Parts Swap
- do we do it? We got an email about it
- we have never done it, danger of getting lousy parts in return for our parts, 

and our parts are pretty accessibly priced
- maybe we could work out another method of payment…like volunteering 

in exchange for parts
- maybe we could host a parts-swap (Max?) here at the Flat where ppl could 

come in to swap parts with one another
- Max will talk to Krzysztof
- Could we reduce the price if they will give us another part?
- That would be way easier than exchanging hours, which amounts to the 

same thing as an earn a bike program, which we thought we did not have 
the capacity to manage…also hard to equate money with vol. hours

- Difficult to accept used parts since must be confident about quality of used 
parts…be difficult to do that assessment, and ask vol.’s to do so

- But experienced mechanic could verify / evaluate such a thing
- Weird that we would be ‘buying stuff’ off of people…
- It’s at your discretion to give a sliding scale to someone, maybe parts-

swap could be part of it
- No final rule decided…and that’s ok…all agree to this loose system

6. Order
- how to do it? Finn knows…
- where is Krzysztof? Did he fall off the planet?
- Krzysztof told Farid that he made an order but Babac wouldn’t send it to 

us bcs we hadn’t paid them for a long time…so maybe that’s where we are 
now…someone should contact Krzysztof

- We should meet with SSMU finance person soon…person who wants to 
do orders should come along and meet Monique…hopefully sometime 
next week…Max will attend this meeting



- The way the orders have been done is with us sending Babac the 
spreadsheet…but now they have an online ordering method…maybe at 
some time during each month, we make sure that an order goes through…
maybe make a ‘shopping cart’ during each month and then ‘click’ to send 
it off when time comes

- We need to put in Purchase Orders (P.O.’s) to get authorization from 
SSMU (2 week processing lag) for each order we do

- Farid suggests ‘full moon’ orders ; max suggests ‘equinox’ orders

7. Volunteer Orientation update
- we need to keep it under a certain amount of time
- pick most important things to go through and then keep it short & sweet
- for ppl who have never volunteered, maybe show them something like 

‘how to patch a flat’
- this could take too long, and maybe won’t ‘stick’
- maybe ppl could be shown stuff after the training, informally
- maybe give ppl ideas of basic tools, how to use the stand
- are there things that ‘could wait’ for later on?
- Storage room unnecessary, POS may be better to learn with small group 

on shift, but this may be unrealistic to happen on shift
- If ppl show up early, this is a good time to do so
- Maybe we could have an advanced volunteer training (also every month? 

Or every two months? Finn would be happy to do this, with help)
- We should try to make this training thing sustainable…adding more 

trainings is a great idea but in the long run…???
- Let’s incorporate more training into each shift, even if it means ppl have to 

wait for service…not feasible to keep doing so much formal training every 
month

- We could put more effort into showing new volunteers stuff on shift
- 10 minutes spent training new volunteers will come back ‘ten-fold’
- Keep initial volunteer training, and then integrate non-formal, on shift 

training…
- Finn suggests a ‘knowledge sharing’ session, at least once, even if it’s not 
sustainable…

8. Other Bike Shops
- Ben is making ‘other bike shops’ list for DP and for posting in shop
- Brian will show Ben the RTM google map

9. Anti-O training
- great training…will it happen again?
- Rea will speak with Liam…
- Maybe we could give them an honorarium? Or make them 

coffee/popcorn? Or a bike sculpture?
- When to have another one? ASAP…to get thru lots of volunteers and give 

them proper notice



- 2 ½ hours – is this unreasonable to ask of ppl to attend? Maybe 1 ½ or 2 
hours?

- 2 ½ hrs seems unreasonable
- It should be tailored to general volunteer concerns and leave out 

‘collective’ stuff
- Bcs there were so many collective members at last training, we had the 

focus…we need to find a way of not doing that…we have to practice anti-
O during the meeting as well (one volunteer who attended was left to 
himself…not so cool)

- Can we put ‘post Anti-O discussion’ at beginning of next meeting to 
debrief some more…

- Rea will check to schedule next anti-O training on Nov 5th or if not, the 
12th

- Maybe we should have another one ‘collective-centred’ separate from the 
‘volunteer-centred’ one…would there be any of us present at the next one, 
or just leave it to the facilitators to be present?

- We could be…or not…

Check Out: Alissa still likes to throw rocks, Myrill happy to be back in anti-o 
environment, Max is going to see a cool biking movie if anyone wants to come (Le Jour 
du Velo), Finn is reading a book with subtitle ‘dynamical systems of sexuality’, Ben 
made corn muffins today (a bit dry), Zinta will sew today and is so proud of her 
handbook, Rea would have liked to have a mood-minder in this meeting…etc

- Zinta explains mood-minder’s role…maybe try one for next meeting…

END OF MEETING


